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2/1/2012 10:10 PM Next chat March 7th 9PM ET- Join us then!!! #rwworkshop
Okay- this was an amazing chat! Will archive and post on http://t.co/tYAcjrxQ and list of books on there
2/1/2012 10:09 PM too. #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:09 PM @Komos72 It is a continuing process. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I'm still working on the talking part, too!! Hoping that taking notes will help me with the
2/1/2012 10:09 PM talking part. We'll see! #rwworkshop
@Komos72 @NikiOhsBarnes @cb6luvs2read I have to get used to writing down notes while conferring.
2/1/2012 10:08 PM Was working on talking first. #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:07 PM @Komos72 @cb6luvs2read @kelleemoye Awesome! Great excuse to get it! ;) #rwworkshop
RT @Komos72: Link to last weeks #d5chat, all about using Evernote. http://t.co/B9rsTfDN
2/1/2012 10:07 PM #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes @cb6luvs2read @kelleemoye I believe Fire does. I remember someone talking about
2/1/2012 10:06 PM taking notes on theirs. #rwworkshop
RT @Komos72: Link to last week's #d5chat, all about using Evernote. http://t.co/raxobBY6
2/1/2012 10:06 PM #rwworkshop
RT @Komos72: Link to last week's #d5chat, all about using Evernote. http://t.co/raxobBY6
2/1/2012 10:05 PM #rwworkshop
@Komos72 @cb6luvs2read @kelleemoye Do you know if Kindle Fire has note taking. Cheaper than I
2/1/2012 10:05 PM pad #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:05 PM SO sorry to have missed the chat! Was on the phone talking books with a good friend! #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:04 PM Link to last week's #d5chat, all about using Evernote. http://t.co/raxobBY6 #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:04 PM @Komos72 Ooohhh... I'll have to start playing with that! Thanks for the suggestion! #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read @kelleemoye Confer app is good but Evernote allows pictures, recording, and is
2/1/2012 10:03 PM accessible from any device. #rwworkshop
@Komos72 @kelleemoye Some teachers at my school have I Pads through a grant to use mostly for
2/1/2012 10:03 PM conferencing. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Absolutely!! I use the app on my phone when conferring w/my first graders. Easy! Then
2/1/2012 10:02 PM can access anywhere. #rwworkshop
@Komos72 @kellemoye the Confer app for the ipad is fabulous! Never tried using Evernote though.
2/1/2012 10:02 PM Hmmm.... #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:01 PM @Komos72 Don't know much about Evernote- worth looking into? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Have you tried Evernote for keeping track of your conference notes? Working well for me
2/1/2012 10:00 PM this year! Better than paper #rwworkshop
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@kelleemoye I did. I just got them over the summer- VERY comprehensive. Haven't read all units yet2/1/2012 10:00 PM chunking it! #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 10:00 PM http://t.co/0cuI3SiI Cafe info. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Just came out within the past couple of months. Saw it at #ncte11 but finally convinced
2/1/2012 9:59 PM my principal to buy it now! #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:59 PM @NikiOhsBarnes Yay! Would love to hear how it's going for you! #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:58 PM RT @Komos72: @kelleemoye http://t.co/wOlmhccM #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:58 PM @cb6luvs2read Did you get the whole set? #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:58 PM @kelleemoye http://t.co/TXGVfS4I #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes @kelleemoye Yes, I think Cafe can be adapted to middle grades. Format would be the
2/1/2012 9:58 PM same. Strategies just change! #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:58 PM @Komos72 Sweet! Didn't know there was a DVD. #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:57 PM @NikiOhsBarnes Will definitely look into it. #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:57 PM @cb6luvs2read @Komos72 What is the website? #rwworkshop
2/1/2012 9:57 PM @kelleemoye http://t.co/wOlmhccM #rwworkshop
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9:57 PM @kelleemoye Units of Study are written for K-5, but I use them in 6th. Very adaptable. #rwworkshop
9:57 PM @kelleemoye I saw a sixth grade teacher use it. So it can be adapted. Worth a look. #rwworkshop
9:56 PM @Komos72 DVD? #rwworkshop
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9:56 PM @Komos72 @kelleemoye I'm going to start using it (CAFE). Excited and Nervous about it. #rwworkshop
@Komos72 yes I have and I agree- lots of great stuff on CAFE website. They r very entertaining
9:56 PM presenters too. :) #rwworkshop
9:55 PM @NikiOhsBarnes Good for middle as well as elementary? #rwworkshop
I'd also highly recommend Conferring by @ColoReader. Just got the DVD today. Can't wait to watch it!
9:55 PM My 1st year w/conferring. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye You should check out CAFE book. A short book and easy read. The daily five is basically
9:54 PM #rwworkshop.
9:54 PM @cb6luvs2read Have you looked at their website? Good stuff there, too! #rwworkshop
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9:54 PM mentor Texts: Teaching Writing Through Children's Literature has some good stuff too. #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes: I have read the CAFE book & use some parts of CAFE. But I would say I use
9:54 PM #rwworkshop mostly. @kelleemoye
9:54 PM @Komos72 6 more minutes- jump in :) #rwworkshop
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@kelleemoye @NikiOhsBarnes I second that comment about Cafe! Provides a structure for mini9:54 PM lessons. #rwworkshop
9:53 PM @NikiOhsBarnes I've heard them speak! They have a lot of great ideas. #rwworkshop
RT @cb6luvs2read: Strategies that Work, Units of Study - both are fabulous resources for mini-lessons
9:53 PM #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: I know that there has been lots of love for Wilhelm's Fresh Takes on Teaching Literary
9:52 PM Elements #rwworkshop
9:52 PM RT @cb6luvs2read: I Read it But I don't Get it - Cris Tovani #rwworkshop
9:52 PM @NikiOhsBarnes Nope- would love to hear about it. #rwworkshop
9:52 PM That's a good one. RT @cb6luvs2read: I Read it But I dont Get it - Cris Tovani #rwworkshop
I know that there has been lots of love for Wilhelm's Fresh Takes on Teaching Literary Elements
9:51 PM #rwworkshop
9:51 PM Rats!! Missed most of the chat! :( #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Have you ever looked at the CAFE and the sisters? I have a training on that tomorrow.
9:51 PM #rwworkshop
9:51 PM I Read it But I don't Get it - Cris Tovani #rwworkshop
9:51 PM @cb6luvs2read Units of Study are elementary, right? Are they good for middle too? #rwworkshop
9:50 PM @kelleemoye @cb6luvs2read Thanks for the info! #rwworkshop
9:50 PM Strategies that Work, Units of Study - both are fabulous resources for mini-lessons #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes I need to get better at keeping conference notes & doing formal conferences. I do
9:49 PM many informal conversations. #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes Depends on the student, but some can be short & sweet and others need longer. I
9:49 PM play it by ear. #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @kelleemoye How long does one conference with a student usually take you? #rwworkshop
9:48 PM What is your favorite professional text for reading workshop mini lessons? #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes I confer everyday- I confer much more often w/ struggling & reluctant readers.
9:47 PM #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes I am very bad with formal conferences, but do lots of compliment and status
9:45 PM conferences. Meet as often as I can. #rwworkshop
@colbysharp: I went to a session by @writeguyjeff & I learned so much. He's a great presenter. I love
9:45 PM Everyday Editing! #rwworkshop
I struggle w/ taking 2 big of a leap w/ readers. I get excited when they're doing grt things-then I give
9:45 PM them 2 much 2 soon :/ #rwworkshop
9:44 PM @cb6luvs2read Thanks! :) #rwworkshop

9:43 PM @kelleemoye @cb6luvs2read How often do you confer with students? #rwworkshop
Hey all, been kind of listening in here's a link http://t.co/rDOJLz9K to check. Summer blog book talk on
9:43 PM Conferring by #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes I would go w/ the 1 by Jennifer Serravallo - shares a lot of ideas about starting off
9:43 PM w/compliment conferences #rwworkshop
RT @cb6luvs2read: Conferring is always the most challenging - so many different needs in the
9:42 PM classroom! #rwworkshop
RT @cb6luvs2read: I ditto Patrick Allen's book and would also recommend Conferring w/ readers by
9:41 PM Jennifer Serravallo #rwworkshop
9:41 PM @cb6luvs2read Which one would you get to start off with? #rwworkshop
I agree- I struggle! RT @cb6luvs2read: Conferring is always the most challenging - so many different
9:41 PM needs in the classroom! #rwworkshop
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9:40 PM Conferring is always the most challenging - so many different needs in the classroom! #rwworkshop
I ditto Patrick Allen's book and would also recommend Conferring w/ readers by Jennifer Serravallo
9:39 PM #rwworkshop
@gilkatgil Chat is the 1st Wednesday of each month at 9PM ET. I'll archive at http://t.co/tYAcjrxQ &
9:39 PM will list titles too. #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter I haven't read it yet, but when I asked for conferring help that is what was recommended
9:38 PM to me. #rwworkshop
9:38 PM RT @kelleemoye: @wclodfelter Have you read Conferring by Patrick Allen?
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#rwworkshop Thanks for letting me hitchhike on this chat, I'm overdue for bedtime duty! Will check
back 2 collect titles.when is next chat?
@wclodfelter Me too! I feel like I suck at conferencing. #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read Hm. Haven't heard of that. Good to know. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I've seen it, but haven't bought it yet. Is it good? #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter Have you read Conferring by Patrick Allen?

Several of us at school are reading Carl Anderson's How's it Going?. Focus is conferring with writers,
9:36 PM but can extend 2 rdg. #rwworkshop
9:35 PM I need a good resource for conferencing...any ideas? #rwworkshop
@gilkatgil I think the more you get to know your kids the more you use resources and just begin using
9:35 PM professional judgment. #rwworkshop
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@NikiOhsBarnes: @kelleemoye: Listening in! Hoping to learn more about #rwworkshop. I've been
9:35 PM doing this for a while, but I need ideas.
@gilkatgil @NikiOhsBarnes that was my problem. And I was running out of ideas for responses. This
9:34 PM book was really helpful. #rwworkshop
9:34 PM @wclodfelter I will have to check that out! I love when something works! #rwworkshop
9:34 PM @cb6luvs2read Professional texts and resources :) #rwworkshop
9:33 PM @wclodfelter Yeah, I need to use more strategies! They are all great! #rwworkshop
9:33 PM Just joining! Was finishing The Running Dream. What's the topic tonight? #Rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes @gilkatgil @kelleemoye I know I'm getting lazy! I need resources that are easy to use!
9:32 PM ;) #rwworkshop
Right now we're writing reviews, I see they're not using transitions so I min-lesson transitions. Hard to
9:32 PM pre-embed skills #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes that was the first whole lesson I used from it, just got the book over Christmas break.
9:31 PM will def be using more! #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes love her reading response rubric. Just finished using the character analysis lesson and
9:30 PM got awesome responses. #rwworkshop
9:30 PM @gilkatgil @kelleemoye LOL! That's have the problem with all my great resources! #rwworkshop
I tend to start units with resources in mind then I veer off as the kids' needs dictate. Sometimes good,
9:30 PM sometimes ...#rwworkshop
9:29 PM @wclodfelter Sounds wonderful. Would love to extend my use of my reader's notebook. #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: @gilkatgil Yes- by Buckner. Good resource? #rwworkshop If I remembered to use it
9:28 PM maybe?
9:27 PM @gilkatgil Yes- by Buckner. Good resource? #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter What strategies are you using from Notebook Connections? I haven't read her reading
9:27 PM version. #rwworkshop
9:26 PM @kelleemoye The writing one has great strategies. I use the "make a list" idea. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye it walks you through different ways to use a reader's and writer's notebook and how to
9:26 PM read like a writer. Love it! #rwworkshop
9:25 PM #rwworkshop @writeguyjeff Were you in Atlanta yesterday? I believe so....
@kelleemoye I LOVE it because all the mini lessons are ALL in one place! ;) Also, lots of Barry Lane
9:23 PM ideas. #rwworkshop
9:23 PM Tell me more about Notebook Connections. #rwworkshop

RT @colbysharp: @NikiOhsBarnes Lucy C. has some great reading lessons in her Units of Study thingy
http://t.co/FLeRGQ6p #rwworkshop
@colbysharp Thanks Colby I'll check it out! #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes What a great resource! #rwworkshop
http://t.co/j9ogkfY5 Here is a link to writing diner info. Great lessons and easy to use. #rwworkshop
I think I missed the lead, but I know for teaching writing, Spandel's 9 Rights of Every Writer is a go-to for
me. #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes Lucy C. has some great reading lessons in her Units of Study thingy
http://t.co/FLeRGQ6p #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Donalyn Miller and Nancy Atwell always go tos. #rwworkshop Yes - Katie Wood Ray
too for genre writing -middle school anyway
@NikiOhsBarnes Have you read Nancy Atwell's In the Middle and Donalyn Miller's The Book Whisperer?
#rwworkshop
Donalyn Miller and Nancy Atwell always go tos. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I will thanks! :) #rwworkshop
Strategies that Work and Notebook Connections are my current favorites. #rwworkshop
@NikiOhsBarnes While all I teach is reading :) You should check out past archives where we talked
more primarily about reading. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r @writeguyjeff really knows what he is doing! Honored to know him. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I'm doing writing mini lessons but would love more ideas for reading mini lessons.
#rwworkshop
RT @colbysharp: I also just picked up Anderson's book 10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know
http://t.co/JQxS6xhp #rwworkshop
I like Writer's Diner and Notebook Know How! :) I started doing more mini writing lessons this year! :)
#rwworkshop
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9:13 PM loving @writeguyjeff's 10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know right now. It's a must have. #rwworkshop
I also just picked up Anderson's book 10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know http://t.co/JQxS6xhp
9:12 PM #rwworkshop
9:11 PM I struggle with keeping it truly workshop. Like herding cats most days! #rwworkshop
9:11 PM @NikiOhsBarnes I'm sure you do some aspects of #rwworkshop :) #rwworkshop
@colbysharp I've seen your tweets about her book and it made me want to read it so badly. Kate does
9:11 PM have a way with words. #rwworkshop
9:11 PM @gilkatgil I am not doing reading/writing workshop yet. But I want to.... #rwworkshop
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@gilkatgil #rwworksop is a chat where we discuss reading and writing workshop :) http://t.co/tYAcjrxQ
9:10 PM #rwworkshop
I am currently reading, and in love with, Real Revision by Messner. I pretty much suck at revision. She
9:10 PM makes it seem possible. #rwworkshop
9:09 PM RT @gilkatgil: Have any of you used the new Ralph Fletcher book on mentor texts? #rwworkshop
(Can I just say that I'm not sure what #rwworkshop IS? I just saw a few interesting tweets and jumped
9:09 PM on - hope it's ok?)
9:09 PM @mentortexts Oooo I will have to get it! #rwworkshop
9:08 PM @colbysharp Hi Colby :) #rwworkshop
9:08 PM Have any of you used the new Ralph Fletcher book on mentor texts? #rwworkshop
9:08 PM @colbysharp Hi!!!! *waves and smiles* #rwworkshop
9:07 PM Hey friends!
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@kelleemoye I really recommend it, was going to e-mail you to try and pick up a copy b/c I like it so
much. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I know! It focuses on mentor texts for writing BUT talks about importance of reading and
connecting w a text 1st. #rwworkshop
@mentortexts Does it focus on writing or reading workshop? #rwworkshop
@mentortexts I haven't read it either. Ironic because of our blog name, hm? ;) #rwworkshop
I just started Mentor Texts by Dorfman and Cappelli and there are great ideas for #rwworkshop in
there. Why have I not read it before now?
It's 9:00 :) Come and join in the chat. #rwworkshop
Who is going to join in tonight? :) #rwworkshop
Folding laundry while waiting for the chat to start. 9PM ET join us to talk about professional texts and
other resources. #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop chat in a little over 2 hours. We're going to discuss professional texts
and resources.
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop chat in a little over 2 hours. We're going to discuss professional texts
and resources.
#rwworkshop chat in a little over 2 hours. We're going to discuss professional texts and resources.
RT @kelleemoye Join us for #rwworkshop chat (tonight) at 9PM ET to discuss prof texts, websites &
other resources that have been your go to
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat tomorrow at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
websites & other resources that have been your go to (Pls RT)
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RT: Join us for #rwworkshop chat tomorrow at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts, websites & other
1/31/2012 11:22 PM resources that have been your go to...
Join us for #rwworkshop chat tomorrow at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts, websites & other
1/31/2012 11:12 PM resources that have been your go to (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat tomorrow at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/31/2012 6:24 PM websites, & other resources that have been your go to (PlsRT)
1/31/2012 6:24 PM RT @yabookbridges: @kelleemoye I <3 this group. #rwworkshop
1/31/2012 6:17 PM @kelleemoye I <3 this group. #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat tomorrow at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/31/2012 6:16 PM websites, & other resources that have been your go to (PlsRT)
Join us for #rwworkshop chat tomorrow at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts, websites, & other
1/31/2012 6:15 PM resources that have been your go to (PlsRT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/30/2012 10:45 PM websites, and other resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/30/2012 10:17 PM websites, and other resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/30/2012 10:14 PM websites, and other resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/30/2012 10:09 PM websites, and other resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/30/2012 10:00 PM websites, and other resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts,
1/30/2012 9:58 PM websites, and other resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
Join us for #rwworkshop chat Wednesday at 9PM ET to discuss professional texts, websites, and other
1/30/2012 9:46 PM resources have been your go to (PLs RT)
Join us for #rwworkshop chat this Wednesday at 9PM ET- What professional texts, websites, and other
1/30/2012 6:20 PM resources have been your go to? (PLs RT)
@brianwyzlic @Mrscreads @teacherman82 I'm going to plug @kelleemoye's #rwworkshop. It's the first
1/29/2012 8:56 PM Wednesday of the month! #titletalk
RT @kelleemoye: It is a #titletalk Sunday which means Wednesday is #rwworkshop chat- score!
1/29/2012 1:30 PM #goodweek
RT @kelleemoye: It is a #titletalk Sunday which means Wednesday is #rwworkshop chat- score!
1/29/2012 1:21 PM #goodweek

kelleemoye

1/29/2012

1:11 PM It is a #titletalk Sunday which means Wednesday is #rwworkshop chat- score! #goodweek

